
 

 

 

 

 

We have all witnessed the havoc that the recent 

recession has caused. The biggest hit has been taken 

by the financial firms itself that are being blamed for 

the crisis. The global recession led to liquidity crunch 

and subsequent market write-downs and portfolio 

impairment of major financial firms. What started as a 

threat to biggies in the financial sector ended up 

collapsing firms like Bear Stearns & Lehman Brothers. 

Government had to intervene to save major banks like 

Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae which was an effort to 

support the tumbling blocks of Wall Street.  

The crisis didn’t end here. The companies started 

facing increased pressure on their bottom-line 

primarily due to slowdown in trade and decreased 

credit availability for investments. Financial firms 

went in a frenzy to restructure their organizations with 

the only focus of cutting costs without keeping 

operational efficiency in mind. The Global Economic 

Crunch caused financial institutions to either cut costs 

by shelving their training and marketing budgets and / 

or reduce overstaffing. They started finding it difficult 

to satisfy stakeholders and customers as their internal 

processes were being blamed. But the most important 

question to ask here is: Is job losses the way out? Is 

cutting costs sustainable? The answer is a certain NO. 

Although there is no denying that cost cutting and few 

job losses are inevitable but this is the best time for 

financial firms to improve their operational efficiency 

and combat recession through Operational Excellence.  

 

 

 

 

 

This is probably the best opportunity for the firms to 

look at themselves from this aspect and strengthen 

their fundamentals. Operational Excellence is a way of 

achieving efficiency and improving profits without 

actually hampering the essential inputs of business. 

Operational Efficiency has to become a key to 

financial institutions having to maintain excellence to 

ensure employee, stakeholder and customer 

satisfaction. 

What is Operational Excellence? 

“Business is actually very simple, and if companies 

do the basics well and maintain a strong focus on 

their customers and core services, they will always be 

successful.” 

Accenture defines operational excellence as being 

achieved when a set of strategies is integrated with 

excellence in execution so that new sources of growth, 

optimized processes, and balanced costs are delivered 

with minimal complexity, maximum speed, and 

effective change management. The objective of 

Operational Excellence is to support and enable 

corporate business objectives in delighting customers 

whilst also serving the requirements of other 

stakeholders, such as shareholders, regulators and 

employees. In financial services, this invariably 

involves the consistent management of the inter-

dependent, ever-changing, and often conflicting, 
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requirements of service improvement, cost 

containment and risk management. Successful 

achievement of Operational Excellence depends on 

four key factors: 

1. Efficient cost cutting 

2. Building and retaining customer confidence 

3. Streamlining processes 

4.  Boosting productivity 

These key factors can lead to successful realization of 

operational excellence as will be discussed later.  

Supply Chain in Financial Services? 

“…Beneath all the „razzmatazz‟ of the front offices 

in these organizations lies a maze of essential & 

critical operational processes...” 

When we talk of Operational Excellence in Financial 

Services this is a question that often intrigues many. 

Supply Chain has always been closely associated with 

manufacturing firms but the concept seems alien when 

Financial Services and Banks come into play. 

However, it’s not so alien. The concept has always 

been there. 

 

Figure 1: Supply Chain in a Financial Services Firm  

A typical supply chain in a Financial Services Firm 

looks like the process shown above. Innovation 

basically involves new production innovation and 

development. This is done in line with the changing 

market environment and customer demands. These 

products are then marketed to potential customers and 

often in the process redefined and tailored to the needs 

of the client. The sales team then comes into role 

where the actual selling takes place. This is one of the 

customer touch points where firms focus seriously. 

The transaction management comprises innovation 

management, product life-cycle management, 

including the phasing out of outdated products 

(product retirement); client management, with sales to 

the internal clients, the cooperative banks, and third-

party clients; platform management, with definition of 

strategy and governance; and supplier management. 

Operational Excellence: A weapon against 

Recession 

“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is 

not an act, but a habit.” - Aristotle 

Operational Excellence has to become a habit of the 

organization. It will be successful only if it is 

implemented in every single activity of all its 

employees. This has to start with monitoring quality 

indicators and measuring errors, managing the cause, 

and improving the process for the future. The Dart 

Model
1
 can be used here. In this model, clients would 

accept and pay for all darts hitting the dartboard but 

not for those missing it. But they would not pay 

anything more for hitting the bull’s eye. So the focus 

has to be on measuring the errors of hitting beyond the 

board and not on hitting the bull’s eye. What really 

matters, rather than statistical details, is to identify the 

sources of the errors, to improve the relevant 

processes, and to monitor the reformed processes to 

ensure the lasting effect of improvement.  

In financial services, the growing use of centralized 

operations and shared services is continuing, leading to 

the key operational strategies of integration and 

rationalization. To merge and standardize operations, a 

firm in this position needs to consider using Lean 



tools. Typically, 5-10% of any process is adding value 

to the customer within financial services, in many 

cases it is probably even less. The first step is to ensure 

you talk about Lean in terms that will be understood in 

financial services. Lean in the office is all about 

getting rid of waste. It is not about manufacturing. It is 

all about the process from receiving an order from the 

customer until we collect the cash. That can be 

replicated in any business. This whole process of 

eliminating waste is learning to see what is right and 

wrong, learning to see what waste is and what value-

add is. 

Implementation of Operational Excellence in Financial 

Firms is based on 3 pillars: 

1. Six Sigma in every operation 

2. Customer Intimacy 

3. Sustainability 

Six Sigma was developed to provide a means of 

reducing common cause variation in business 

processes — that has to be relevant! There is hardly a 

financial services business out there in the market 

today that is not suffering from the effects of 

uncontrolled variation in one or more of their client-

facing processes. In order to introduce operational 

excellence in the organization one has to just introduce 

Six Sigma efficiency in each of the underlying 

processes. It is typical to find a financial services 

business structured hierarchically around operational 

departments and functions. There are discreet vertical 

units for each of the operations needed for customer 

satisfaction as depicted in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: Departmental Structure of servicing 

customer in Financial Firms 

 This is an area of business thinking where the Six 

Sigma approach is offering financial service 

companies an opportunity to rethink their operating 

model to improve their capability in delivering end-to-

end services to their customers. Companies need to 

move to a model which is broken down into core 

processes, aligned to the customer experience. 

Departments should be replaced with processes which 

work towards efficiency improvement and customer 

satisfaction as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Process oriented end-end flow serving 

customer 

Operational Excellence through customer intimacy can 

be achieved by focusing on 5 factors: 1) Strategic 

message coherence should be there. What the firm 

wants the customers to know should be told to the 

employees. 2) Improving process efficiency of 

processes which directly impact customer intimacy. 

These can be customer touch points and relationship 

factors that need to be focused upon. 3) People and 

culture are very important things in any service as they 



are the one s who will deliver the service to the 

customers. So utmost care should be taken for the 

training of employees so that they not only to do their 

jobs efficiently but also in a manner so as to please the 

customers. 4) Customer notices only the variances in 

the process, so variances should be minimized in those 

processes which are essential for customer satisfaction. 

5) Customers loyalty is most dependent on Quality 

Mindset about the firm. Hence the mindset of the 

employees must be to maintain the quality of service 

delivery at all times in the organization. 

There are two key aspects to the third pillar called 

sustainability; Standardized work and visual 

management. When 20 people are doing the same job 

differently, this is the only way to move towards 

standardization. When you consider the visual 

workplace, the information centre concept is vital. It 

can be as simple as a white board showing the key 

things to focus on or the targets for the day. 

Although implementation of Operational Excellence 

has to be customized according to the financial firm 

that it has to be done for, a model is proposed for 

working as a framework for implementation. The steps 

of the model are: 

1. Setting an industry definition for Operational 

Excellence 

2. Building a Strong operations framework for 

driving business and streamlining processes 

3. Internally benchmarking product deployment 

efficiently 

4. Achieving service excellence standards at all 

user touch-points 

5. Benchmarking firm’s  processes in 

anticipation of the future demands 

6. Eliminating redundancies through the 

integration of processes 

7. Delivering quality for firm’s existing 

customers 

8. Understanding emerging trends 

9. Boosting revenue opportunities through 

stronger outsourcing features 

10. Monitoring and managing the outsourced 

partner 

 

Apart from the financial service firms and banking 

institutions, there is scope for operational excellence in 

corporate finance and treasury departments of all 

organization. There is a growing need felt for these 

units to align themselves and contribute in operational 

excellence. For finance and treasury functions, the 

agenda is changing fast. Change is being forced with 

rapid economic developments, globalizing industries 

and competition, new technologies and sweeping 

changes in the regulatory environment. As well as 

responding to these forces, finance and treasury 

functions are under pressure to add value to the 

organization through their operations and contribute to 

achieving strategic goals. Research by Accenture 

shows a strong correlation between organizations with 

high-performance finance organizations and the 

overall ability to outperform peers and achieve high 

performance in the business overall. High-performance 

treasury functions drive operational excellence 

throughout all levels of the organization. They are 

streamlined and flexible. They manage risk effectively. 

And they are able to contribute to the achievement of 

strategic business goals at the same time as ensuring 

that all statutory duties are met and compliance 

obligations are fulfilled. 

One of finance’s most important jobs is simply to give 

the operational managers insight into how their actions 

translate to dollars. This specifies the importance of 

finance department and particularly the CFO in 

defining strategies and policies that will help the 



operations manager in improving profits. The first step 

is that the finance department is involved and aware of 

all the important operation decision of the 

organization. Similarly the operational department 

should be aware of all financial decision impacting the 

business. Only when both the ends are aware of the 

financial implication of the business decision would 

operational excellence be put in place. Operational 

teams have to be made accountable for financial 

results. The second step is to get meaningful metrics 

into place so as to measure performance and put 

everyone onto the same page. The different department 

such as manufacturing, quality, finance and 

engineering should not have competing but aligned 

performance metrics. Apart from this the CFO needs to 

ensure that the finance executives are committed to the 

operations and core business of the organization. They 

have to be made realized that they are more than 

“number guys” and have an important role to play in 

the overall success of the organization especially in 

times of recession. With weakening economy and 

global financial crisis more and more firms are finding 

it harder to meet operating targets. It is times like these 

that demand more from the finance executives in 

ensuring that these targets are met through operational 

efficiency and excellence. 

 

Challenges & Benefits 

Operational Excellence is often understood to be only 

improving operational efficiency. However it also 

involves aligning strategies with business objectives. If 

not done then the process is incomplete and in-

efficient and does not bear fruitful results. 

Implementing a pilot project to see the benefits can do 

well for motivating the firm to pursue this path. 

Another challenge is that changes do not take 

overnight and firms have to be patient and consistent 

in implementing operational efficiency. Decreasing 

profits, increasing risks and time taking process can 

prompts firms to forget this measure and revert to their 

original cost cutting measure of expenditure cuts and 

pink slips. This can be more detrimental to the firm as 

they had already invested a lot of time in pursuing 

operational excellence. Finally, while change is good, 

change is often resisted. Operational Excellence 

implementation involves bringing change in the 

mindset of the people, fostering a culture of 

professionalism, customer intimacy and organizational 

supremacy. In times of recession and job losses, this 

change might be perceived by employees as another 

management gimmick to reduce the workforce or 

implement stricter business measures. The aim 

however should be to involve employees also in the 

initiative, educate them and together take the process 

forward as shareholders.  

However the benefits outweigh the negatives. If 

successfully implemented, Operational Excellence 

would lead to Financial Firms finding and winning 

more customers. Higher retention rate would be a key 

driver in long term profit growth rates. Firm would be 

able to eliminate loss making lines of business and 

clients. Operational cost efficiency would lead to 

growth in operational capacity, improved service 

quality and customer satisfaction and reduced sourcing 

costs. Risks would be better controlled in the 

organization through better decision making process, 

process ownership & accountability, greater 

transparency and full compliance with market and 

regulatory requirements. 

  



Future Ahead 

 “If we are facing the right direction, all we have to 

do is keep on walking” - Buddha 

Recessions come and go. Successful firms are those 

that use opportunities to strengthen up their processes 

so that when the markets revive, they are ready to 

capitalize on their renewed strength. The point is not to 

panic and go into a herd activity of irrational cost 

cutting and cut throat competitions. The whole idea is 

to stick to the core competencies, improve efficiency, 

involve employees and finally win customers. This 

alone can lead to success through Operational 

Excellence in these times of recession.  
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